
Hague Convention of 19 October 1996 on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law, Recognition, Enforcement and Co-operation in Respect of Parental Responsibility and Measures for the Protection of Child

The Hague Convention on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law, Recognition, Enforcement and Co-operation in Respect of Parental Responsibility and Measures for the Protection of Child was concluded on 19 October 1996 ("The 1996 Convention").

The UK Government decided in 2001, following public consultation, that the UK should ratify the 1996 Hague Convention whenever it was brought forward for implementation by the European Community.

The UK signed the 1996 Convention as long ago as April 2003 but was only able to deposit its instrument of ratification on Monday 30 July 2012. It entered into force in the UK, at long last, in November 2012.

It is the third recent Hague Convention, the other two recent Hague Conventions, were The 1980 Hague Convention on the Civil Aspect of International Child Abduction and The 1993 Hague Convention on Inter country adoption. All three recent Hague Conventions were designed to promote cross border cooperation and in many respects complement each other.

The 1996 Convention was developed to remedy deficiencies in the 1961 Hague Convention concerning the powers of authorities and the law applicable in respect of the protection of minors. That convention was only ratified by 11 Western European countries. The Main deficiency of it was that jurisdiction to protect children under it was given to the country of nationality not country of habitual residence of a child and the Convention could not be applied to cases where a child had dual nationality.

The overall aim of the 1996 Convention is to improve the protection of children in international situations and to establish cooperation between the authorities of the contracting states to achieve this aim. The 1996 Convention post-dates the 1980 Hague Convention but predates Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 (colloquially known as “Brussels II revised”). It has taken 15 years to come into effect whereas Brussels II revised came into effect relatively speedily (on 1 March 2005). Many of the provisions of the 1996 Convention though innovative and exciting in 1996 will seem muted and familiar as we have in recent years become familiar with the use of Brussels II revised as between EU states (with the exception of Denmark)

The aims of the 1996 Convention are set out in Article 1.
The key rule is to give jurisdiction to take protective measures to the authorities of the child’s country of habitual residence using its domestic laws. It also allows authorities of other states to take emergency measures when the child is present in that country at the request of the state with habitual residence or with its agreement. The 1996 Convention also takes into account of children with no habitual residence such as refugee children.

In contrast to the 1980 Hague Convention (which applies to child under 16) the 1996 Convention applies to children under the age of 18. As a consequence it can be used to extend the operation of the 1980 Hague Convention to pursue the return of children over 16. In short, the 1996 Convention seeks to address situations such as protection of children at risk and administration of children’s property across borders, protection of refugee or internationally displaced children, trafficked children, runaway teenagers and unaccompanied minors, cross border parental disputes over custody or access, including access applications not fully addressed by the 1980 Convention, conflicting claims for parental responsibility across borders, placement of children in foster or institutional care overseas; and international parental child abduction matters outside the 1980 Hague Convention.

The 1996 Convention contains seven chapters. Chapter I deals with the scope of the Convention, the objectives of it and giving guidance. Chapter II deals with jurisdiction, the jurisdictional rules are based essentially on the child’s Habitual Residence, although Habitual Residence is not defined. Chapter III deals with applicable law and the general principle is that the state/authority with jurisdiction shall apply its own domestic law. Chapter IV deals with recognition and enforcement and provides the general principle that protection measures taken in one state should be recognised in all states. Chapter V deals with cooperation between contracting states, this is done in practice through the contracting states Central Authorities and this chapter deals with the exchange of information between them. Chapter VI sets out general provisions, provision for inter-play between this convention and other conventions such as 1980 Hague Convention, issuing of international certificates of Parental Responsibility. Finally Chapter VII provides normal final clauses such as dealing with rights to ratify and accede.

There are a number of key provisions/articles of the 1996 Convention that are worth highlighting.

Article 2 sets out that the 1996 Convention applies from the moment of birth until a child reaches the age of 18, this is a major difference to the 1980 Convention as referred to above.

Article 3 sets out the types of matters covered by the 1996 Convention but they are not exhaustively defined. The article sets out that the 1996 Convention covers matters such as: parental responsibility and how it is obtained, exercised and terminated, rights of custody and access (this is similar to the definition contained in Article 5 of the 1980 Convention, guardianship, Institutions, designation and functions of a person or body who has charge of a child or its property, representation or assisting a child, placing child in foster or institutional
Articles 5-16 provide a framework for jurisdictional matters in relation to children. Article 5 sets out the judicial or administrative authorities of the contracting State of the habitual residence of the child have jurisdiction. This reflects Article 8 of Brussels II revised.

Article 6 sets out that in relation to refugee children or internationally displaced children, jurisdiction is based on physical presence.

Article 7 deals with the situation of the wrongful removal or retention of a child and reflects Article 10 of Brussels II revised and Article 3 of the 1980 Hague Convention.

Article 8 deals with the transfer of jurisdiction to another Contracting State. This article reflects Article 15 of Brussels II revised as it allows a court with jurisdiction to pass the same to a Court of another state if it considers them better placed to deal with the case. Authorities to which jurisdiction may be transferred are those of a contracting state of which the child is a national, in which the child has property, whose authorities are seized of matrimonial proceedings and with which the child has a substantial Connection.

Article 9 deals with requests to transfer jurisdiction received from another Contracting State.

Article 10 specifies that authorities seized with matrimonial proceedings have jurisdiction to take protective measures provided that at the commencement of proceedings a) one of the child’s parents is habitual residence in that state and one of them has parental responsibility and b) and the parents and anyone else with parental responsibility agree to this jurisdiction being exercised and that it is in the child’s best interests. The jurisdiction ceases when the matrimonial proceedings come to an end.

Article 11 provides jurisdiction to take measures of protection in cases of urgency, this reflects Article 20 of Brussels II revised.

Article 12 specifies that a state can exercise jurisdiction to take provisional measures of protection with territorial effect based on physical presence in so far as it is not incompatible with measures taken by the state which has jurisdiction pursuant to habitual residence.

Article 15 sets out that in exercising their jurisdiction, states shall apply their own law.

Article 16 governs the attribution or extinction of parental responsibility. In summary a change in habitual residence cannot extinguish parental responsibility but it can confer it. This is new as it has not been provided for in other Conventions. It is useful to consider how this article would apply in the example of an unmarried father’s rights. Where a father in England does not parental responsibly for the child as he is an unmarried father of a child born and registered prior to 1st December 2003, if the family were to move to Australia, the father would acquire parental responsibility as unmarried fathers have parental responsibility automatically (article 16 (1)). The father’s parental responsibility would not be extinguished.
when the family return to the UK (Article 16 (3)).

Article 17 provides that exercise of parental responsibility is to be governed by the law of the state of the child’s habitual residence so this means that parental Responsibility survives a change of habitual residence but the exercise of it is governed by the law of the new state of habitual residence.

Article 23 deals with the recognition of measures of protection and grounds for non-recognition. This article is akin to Articles 21 and 23 of Brussels II revised.

Article 26 provides that measures taken by one contracting state and enforceable in that state but requiring enforcement in another state shall be declared enforceable or registered for the purposes of enforcement according to procedure provided in the law of the state where it needs to be enforced.

Article 28 deals with enforcement of measures of protection.

Article 30 sets out the general obligation of central authorities to co-operate with each other

Article 31(b) sets out the requirement that central authorities should facilitate, by mediation and so on, the protection of the person or property of the child.

Article 31(c) imposes a requirement to locate a child if it appears that a child may be present in the contracting state and need protection.

Article 32(a) specifies that upon the request of another contracting state, there is a requirement to report on the situation of a child and Article 32(b) sets out that upon request, a contracting state must consider measures of protection.

Article 33 sets out provisions to facilitate cross-border care placement between contracting states.

Article 35(1) contains provision for the request of help in implementing measures of protection or the exercise of access rights as between contracting states.

Article 35(2) sets out provision for the request of evidence and findings regarding suitability to exercise access.

Article 36 contains provision for one state to inform the other state about a child in serious danger who has moved to the latter state.

Article 50 provides that when both states are parties to the 1996 and 1980 conventions nothing precludes the 1996 Convention being used to securing a return of a child wrongfully removed or retained child or securing access rights. The 1996 Convention therefore provides an independent way of dealing with abduction cases.
We anticipate that practitioners would consider using the 1996 Convention rather than 1980 Convention in the following instances:-

1. there is a pre-existing custody order; or
2. where the other parent will find it harder to establish a defence under Article 23 (2) than a defence under the 1980 Convention.

There are currently 35 contracting states to the 1996 Convention namely: Albania, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Ecuador, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Monaco, Morocco, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine and Uruguay.

The contracting states of particular interest to us in the UK are likely to be Albania, Armenia, Morocco and Ukraine as these countries are not parties to the 1980 Convention or Brussels II revised. It is also interesting that the 1996 Convention will make it possible to register and enforce orders from and with the larger contracting states that this was previously not possible owing to them not being Brussels II revised states such as Australia.

_Helen Blackburn (Partner) and Mandeep Gill (Assistant Solicitor) at The International Family Law Group LLP in Covent Garden, London, (www.iflg.uk.com [2]). Their particular specialism is in complex international children cases._
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